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Treatments
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Dermaplaning is a manual exfoliation treatment for the face that instantly 
removes the outer most layers of dead skin cells and unwanted facial hair. The 
procedure is also effective in eliminating the skin’s fine lines, wrinkles, and sur-
face scars. The results are immediately visible in the skin’s smooth, supple, and 
vibrant appearance. Dermaplaning is a safe and effective way to quickly rejuve-
nate your face by ridding it of the hindrances that block your natural beauty.
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This three-step peel is designed to remove the maximum amount of dead skin 
cells in the top layer of skin, without any down time. Just below the surface lies 
a fresher and younger-looking face. When done regularly, this peel will aid in 
increasing skin thickness, refine appearance of wrinkles, and even tone and tex-
ture. It improves the hydration and efficacy of the products available for you to 
use at home. The Transformation Peel takes approximately one hour, and your 
skin will look pink for about twenty minutes following the procedure.
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This light to medium chemical peel is a treatment that greatly improves the 
skin’s appearance by eliminating its’ damaged outer layers. TCA peels are per-
fect for treating fine lines and wrinkles, sun damage, uneven skin pigmentation, 
acne scars, superficial blemishes, and other skin flaws on the face, neck, and 
hands. The results are experienced in about a week, when the clarity, vitality, 
and smoothness of your skin are beautifully enhanced. 

Permanent Make-up 
Intradermal Pigmentation is a revolutionary method of applying micro inser-
tions of natural pigments into the dermal layer of the skin. This state of the art 
technique is medically proven and specifically designed to be completely safe. 
Intradermal Pigmentation is used for a variety of permanent cosmetic enhance-
ments such as vitilgo, stretch marks and scar camouflage, areola restoration, 
hairline enhancement and more.

Lip Liner/Color
The Intradermal Pigmentation procedure for lip color is beautiful. It can 
appear to change the size and shape of the lips as well as the color. This 
procedure helps prevent lipstick from bleeding into the surrounding skin. 
A soft pink, similar to the lip color of a newborn baby, is popular for those 
wanting a natural look. A more dramatic color can be achieved if desired. 

Eyebrows
The Intradermal Pigmentation procedure for eyebrows can mimic the      
appearance of hair in the brow line. Anyone who desires more fullness of 
the brows will love the procedure and the time saved not applying makeup. 
Those who used to apply pencil can go swimming, play tennis or wipe their 
forehead without the embarrassment of losing their eyebrows. Alopecia 
sufferers are pleasantly surprised at how natural it looks. 

Eyeliner
A subtle, natural look, mimicking thousands of tiny eyelashes with the 
implantation of pigments in the lash line is popular with both male and 
female clients. Additional shadowing of color can be added for a soft 
natural liner or a more bold, definite line can be achieved. Ophthalmolo-
gists recommend Intradermal Cosmetic procedures for those who are 
allergic to conventional makeup and for those wearing contact lenses. 
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Treatments (continued)

Intraceuticals Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatments
This cutting edge, scientific breakthrough is the latest, most naturally effective discovery in the 
continual search for the “Fountain of Youth”. Many Hollywood celebrities, like superstar Madonna, 
rely on oxygen as a way to naturally maintain their skin’s young and vibrant look. Intraceuticals 
has developed a special serum that, combined with the pressure of Hyperbaric Oxygen is infused 
into the skin to bring out its’ Hyaluronic Acid, the natural, youthful component that decreases 
over time. Imagine a baby’s skin – smooth, soft, and fresh. Hyaluronic Acid is responsible for this 
untarnished moisture. Infusing Oxygen, along with essential vitamins and antioxidants found in 
the serum, richly replenishes the skin. New and healthier cells are revived while harmful toxins 
are reduced. This process happens simultaneously as the Oxygen cools and calms the skin, an 
overall pleasant and relaxing experience. The results are instant, with deeply hydrated, refreshed, 
brightened and glowing skin that keeps improving as the days progress. Intraceuticals’ Hyper-
baric Oxygen Treatments prove that painful needles and grueling procedures are no longer 
necessary to achieve maximum results with healthy, age-defying, naturally beautiful skin.  
Every Oxygen treatment produces positive and immediate results, but there are several    
options to choose from, depending on the needs of your skin and your personal preference. 

Rejuvenate Hydrating Infusion Oxygen Facial, 60 minutes  
This Hyperbaric Oxygen skincare treatment is a wonderful and unique way to deeply hydrate 
the skin, leaving it firm, fresh, and radiant. The Rejuvenate Serum that is infused with oxygen 
into the skin contains a new lightweight form of Hyaluronic Acid that instantly hydrates and 
revitalizes the skin. Skin-protecting Vitamins C and E, as well as Green Tea, are included in 
the Rejuvenate treatment to aid in the skin’s maximum health and hydration. The results ap-
pear immediately by the skin’s increased firmness, reduced fine lines and wrinkles, improved 
facial contours, and overall vibrant look. The Rejuvenate Hydrating Infusion leaves skin feeling 
instantly renewed.

Opulence Brightening Infusion Oxygen Facial, 60 minutes  
This Hyperbaric Oxygen skincare treatment is an excellent way to brighten your skin, giving 
it an overall radiant and younger glow. The infusion treatment includes an Opulence Serum 
that, in addition to the lightweight form of Hyaluronic Acid, contains Alpha Arbutin and 
Vitamin C, natural, botanical skin brighteners that leave the face smooth and shining. Uneven 
skin pigmentation is greatly improved while fine lines, wrinkles, and blemishes are decreased. 
The Opulence Brightening Infusion is an instant and natural way to reveal the skin’s ultimate 
luminosity with a healthy, vibrant glow.
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Meet Atoxelene – the latest breakthrough alternative to anti-wrinkle injections. Similar to      
Botox, it is one of the most effective wrinkle reducing treatments available. The Atoxelene 
Serum contains Argirelene, the natural peptide that targets wrinkles by softening and 
smoothing facial expression lines. Your skin is immediately firmer, tighter, smoother, and 
incredibly refreshed. Atoxelene is an advanced and painless age-defying treatment.

With Glycolic and Microderm add-on, 120 minutes total  
Glycolic and Microderm treatments can be added to the Rejuvenate Hydrating or Opulence 
Brightening Infusion for an additional $100. This is an excellent way to rid the skin of old, 
dry, damaged surface skin cells in preparation to receive your Hyperbaric Oxygen Infusion 
of choice. Depending on the condition of your skin, this treatment will give your skin the 
exact boost needed for the Oxygen Infusion to work more efficiently. 

With Glycolic and Microderm plus Atoxelene add-on, 120 minutes total   
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The aforementioned treatments are targeted to the face, but can be applied to the 
neck and chest. The instant and amazing effects will significantly rejuvenate and 
brighten your neck and chest areas.

   
  

Choose an oxygen facial

Choose add-ons 
for your oxygen facial

Located at CosmetiCare Surgery Center
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Learn more about our services on skintherapist.com!
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